ENGLISH
1 Prepare your face with foundation cream and fixed with loose powder.
Drawing eyebrows enhancing gull-wing shape, fifties style, thus
becoming a dominant graphic makeup. Using a pencil eyebrows NUT,
staring eye shadow DARK BROWN and TAUPE. I apply the eye pencil
BLACK on the upper lash creating a line eyeliner slightly blurred
outwards. Fixed the pencil with eyeshadow BLACK.
2 I apply the cream in the bottom of the arch WHITE eyelid in the corner of
the eyebrow. Will I get a particularly bright
3 The lipid component of the fund in cream will allow me to join the
iridescent glitter flakes.
4 Extol the eyelid with eyeshadow schiarendola WHITE and darken the
eyelid crease with pencil and eyeshadow EARTH TAUPE. I apply the
mascara and start new growth of natural lashes with false eyelashes
whole and individual tufts of varying lengths.
5 I outline below the lash with pencil set with eyeshadow BLACK BLACK.
Apply false eyelashes entire lower. I finish the ciliary rhymes with cake
eyeliner BLACK
6 Drawing the mouth with a pencil NATURAL, spreading on all lips and
blending with the paint brush.
7 I spread the gloss RED-LIGHT on the lips and apply the glitter PASTEL
PINK, a product with a special iridescent effect from magenta to purple.
I apply the blush on her cheeks MAGENTA.
8 Gather your hair into a queue with the apex towards the frontal hairline,
decentralized to the right. The hair must be very compact all over the
head, set with gel and hairspray.
9 I separate the tail into two sections and add on textures of natural hair,
wrapping around the locks and fixing them with locking clamps. Will be
obtaining in this way the length and amount of hair necessary for the
realization of the bun.
10 Gather the strands obtained with the retina invisible and the model
interweaving them until obtaining a circular shape that falls on the
forehead.
11 Complete the bun, securing it with hairpins.
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